
The ETERNA concealed frame for GENERA washing toilets is synonymous with high quality 
and reliability, as well as a guarantee of many years of trouble-free use of the appliances.  
The frame is equipped with a number of features that make both its assembly and use  
a lot easier. The pneumatic system and the economical flush mode (2/4 l or 3/5 l) have 
been employed out of concern for the environment. The FreshZone function (the possibility 
of placing the toilet cube in a basket under the flush button) combined with the ClearZone 
rimless technology ensures the highest level of hygiene.

DEKORA pneumatic flush buttons are dedicated products for GENERA washing toilets. Thanks to  
the technology used, they guarantee the stable and repeatable operation of the entire system and ensure 
the highest level of user satisfaction. Suitable for two flush volumes, with larger or small amounts of water, 
flush actuation is quiet and smooth, no great force is required to press the buttons. Installation is intuitive and 
very quick. Designed with the utmost care, they subtly but clearly suggest which key activates the flush with 
more water; that key protrudes slightly above the surface of the button plate and is finished with a decorative 
chamfer. The button plate is covered with a sheet of glass, white or black, and the buttons, round or square, 
are made of brushed stainless steel. DEKORA flush buttons are elegant, but also very functional finish to the 
bathroom, which will delight all connoisseurs of modern trends in room arrangement.
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Washing toilets are modern bathroom furnishing products. It is not just a simple 

combination of wall hung bowl and bidet, but has many more possibilities. Equipped 

with advanced, intelligent technology, they offer a breakthrough solution for taking care 

of cleanliness and personal hygiene. After using the washing toilet, everyone feels fresh, 

pleasant and comfortable. GENERA washing toilets are products of the highest German 

quality, successfully combining attention to technical details with aesthetic sensations, 

offering timeless design.

GENERA offers three models of washing toilets:  

GENERA Ultimate, GENERA Comfort, GENERA Manual.
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*available in Google Play 
and Apple Store
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